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Robbery
numbers
spike in
Baltimore

CLIMATE CHANGE READY OR NOT

25% increase since start of
year reverses previous gains
as businesses up security
By Jessica Anderson

WHEN WATERS RISE
AGAIN AND AGAIN
Maryland has hundreds of properties that repeatedly have
suffered damaging floods. Few are prepared for the next deluge.
By Scott Dance
The first of a trio of deluges to hit historic
Ellicott City since 2011 was enough to make
Vince Saulsbury buy flood insurance for his
122-year-old rowhouse atop Main Street.
So when devastating surges of stormwater roared down the old mill town’s steep
hillsides in 2016 and 2018, the insurance
paid Saulsbury more than $30,000. He used
the money to clean out muck, replace insulation, water heaters and furnaces, and line
the dirt floor of his basement with concrete.
He has done whatever he can, like storing
boxes and tools high on shelves, to cut his
losses the next time the Tiber Branch overflows in his backyard.
“I lost tons of stuff over three floods,” he
said. “I’ve learned to just not put anything
down there.”
But he knows even his best efforts won’t
stop the next flood. And that predicament highlights a problem spread across
Maryland as climate change makes coastal
waters rise and storms intensify.
High waters have caused repeated
damage to more than 1,300 flood-insured
homes, businesses and government buildings in the state in recent decades, according to data obtained by The Baltimore Sun.
But only about one in every eight has been
improved in ways likely to prevent signifi-
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INSIDE NATION & WORLD
ABOVE: Monty Lewis sits on a bench at the end of Selsey Road, looking out on Isle of Wight
Bay and the Ocean City high-rises. TOP: A rock wall separates Lewis’ home from Isle of Wight
Bay in West Ocean City. Lewis has lived there since the 1970s and has seen the shoreline
recede about 150 yards over that time. JERRY JACKSON/BALTIMORE SUN PHOTOS

“We need to take a whole-state approach to dealing with these
problems so the next flood’s not as bad as the last.”
— Sen. Katie Fry Hester, a Howard County Democrat whose district includes Ellicott City
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Preparing for a trip to the bank,
Marlon Mayorga, the owner of a small
convenience store on Patapsco Avenue
in South Baltimore, counted cash in the
otherwise-empty business early one
morning.
As he counted, a person in a hoodie
and with their face covered entered the
front door, turned toward the counter,
pulled out a gun and demanded the cash.
The robbery last month at La Bodeguita in Brooklyn is among 714 robberies recorded in the city so far this year.
That’s a 24.6% increase, from 573 at the
same time last year, according to latest
available data from the Baltimore Police
Department.
Those incidents include robberies
at convenience stores, gas stations and
other commercial businesses, as well as
carjackings and street robberies. The
biggest increase is among convenience
stores, where robberies — the unlawful
taking of property from a person with
force or the threat of it — have jumped
300%, with more than 80 so far this year.
Police also have recorded a large
increase in robberies they identify as
“miscellaneous.” There have been 268
robberies in that category, compared to
24 at the same time last year — a more
than tenfold increase.
However, the department attributed
the surge in that category to its switch to
a new reporting system. Officials say they
are working to correct that data.
The city’s robbery numbers are rising
even as cases decline in neighboring
Anne Arundel and Baltimore counties,
where police report they are down to 60
and 111 so far this year, respectively, from
75 and 132 in the same period last year.

Biden on Putin: ‘This man
cannot remain in power’
After the comments, the White House
attempted to clarify that President
Joe Biden was not calling for a new
government in Russia. Page 1
Foo Fighters drummer Taylor Hawkins
died unexpectedly while on tour with the
band. He was 50. Page 2

MARYLAND MEN’S BASKETBALL

Willard greeted by pressure to
live up to Terps’ past triumphs
Coach tasked with putting
UM back on national stage
By Childs Walker
For one afternoon at the end of February,
past met present, and all felt well in the realm
of University of Maryland men’s basketball.
Fatts Russell and his teammates ran
circles around No. 22 Ohio State as boisterous students coordinated cheers from
the stands at the Xfinity Center in College
Park. Late in the first half, a video narrated
by Johnny Holliday, the venerable voice of
Maryland basketball, played on the overhead
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scoreboard as members of the 2001-02 team
made their way to center court. Led by coach
Gary Williams, still a force of nature as his
77th birthday approached, these middleaged men basked in the appreciation of
what they accomplished 20 years earlier:
Maryland’s lone national championship in
the sport.
“Everybody has to be together. That’s the
future of Maryland basketball, too,” Williams
said, choking back tears. “We all have to be
together.”
The scene belied feelings of uncertainty
and dissatisfaction that hang over the
Turn to Willard, Page 9
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New head coach Kevin Willard comes to Maryland after he turned around Iona and, most
recently, Seton Hall. KENNETH K. LAM/BALTIMORE SUN
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The sheriff’s offices in Carroll and Harford
counties also have not reported an increase
in robberies.
Howard County has seen an uptick this
year, with 24 robberies so far, up from 13 at
the same time last year. However, last year
was much lower compared to the last five
years.
In 2019 then-U.S. Attorney General
William Barr called Baltimore the country’s “robbery capital” as he announced the
city was among several to receive increased
law enforcement resources.
But at that point robberies had been
declining steadily since 2017, when the
city reported 5,879, according to FBI data.
The number dropped to 3,100 by 2020, the
first year of the coronavirus pandemic. Last
year the number increased slightly to 3,400
robberies.
The sharp surge upward in the first three
months of 2022 has raised concerns.
“I’m not satisfied where we are with
robberies,” Democratic Mayor Brandon
Scott said in an interview Thursday. “What
we don’t want to do is give up space where
we have had gains.”
The spike comes as the department
battles a stubbornly high rate of violent
crime. Already, 76 people have been killed
in the city this year, up from 65 at the same
point last year. There have been 156 other
people injured in shootings, up from 115 at
this time last year.
The city has reported more than 300
homicides each year since 2015.
“We’re concerned about any crime
increases, but robberies in particular,” said
Democratic City Councilman Kristopher
Burnett, who serves on the council’s public
safety committee.
“No one wants to be the victim of a
robbery, but botched robberies have led to
violence. It’s absolutely a concern.”
In January, DoorDash delivery driver

Cheryl McCormack, 51, was shot and killed
during what police called “a robbery gone
bad.” Police have arrested and charged two
16-year-old boys.
Police are making progress, said Scott,
pointing to the department’s 34% clearance rate for robberies, which is above
the national average of 28%, as well as 32
arrests for carjackings. He and police officials have touted the addition of 12 more
license plate readers and improved coordination between a citywide robbery unit,
patrol officers and Foxtrot, the city’s police
helicopter, which have contributed to
arrests.
“We know we have a long way to go,”
Scott said.
Col. Richard Worley, chief of detectives
of the department’s Criminal Investigation
Division, said investigators are working
to make arrests. He said officers arrested
Saul Jenkins, 45, on Wednesday following
a robbery at 7-Eleven at South Broadway
and East Lombard Street in Fells Point.
Worley said investigators believe the man
is connected to up to 10 robberies at other
7-Eleven locations in the city.
Charging documents were not available,
but Worley said the suspect was arrested
after a witness called police to report a
robbery in progress, and three officers
managed to arrest the man at the store.
“It was outstanding work from the
community and by the three officers,”
Worley said.
The defendant pleaded guilty in 2008
to armed robbery and was sentenced to 10
years, court records show.
Worley said it’s common for robbery
suspects to hit multiple locations, and
people are often connected and charged to
multiple incidents that occur over weeks
or months. After several recent arrests, he
said he believes the number of robberies
will level off.
It’s the same with carjackings, he said.
After the city started the year off with a
sharp increase in carjackings, the number
leveled off after police made several arrests.

Robberies have increased across the
city, but the Northern district with 132
and Northeast with 92 have seen the most.
The Northeast District — the city’s largest
in population and size — has seen a 59%
increase so far this year.
The recent trend has been at smaller
chain stores, such as 7-Eleven, Family
Dollar and Dollar General, Worley said.
In addition to cash, Worley said investigators have seen suspects make off with other
items, such as cigarettes.
Often, Worley said, patrol officers stop
suspects at the scene or fleeing from it.
Surveillance video, both from the shops
and neighbors’ private security systems,
has helped officers identify suspects and
make arrests.
The National Association of Convenience Stores, which represents 148,000
stores nationwide, including 1,967 in Maryland, did not have updated statistics. But its
members are reporting more crime, said
Jeff Lenard, a spokesman for the organization.
“The economy is struggling,” he said.
“That means people are out there struggling, and that leads to more crime. And
that is what we are hearing from retailers.”
Some larger businesses are implementing more varied security, including hiring
full-time guards, investing in more surveillance video, and other measures to prevent
or reduce the risk of loss from robberies
and other theft.
Rite Aid has used GPS trackers, placed
discreetly among cash, to help authorities
find suspects, according to court documents in one recent case that resulted in
an arrest.
Christina Cornell, a spokeswoman for
The Home Depot, wouldn’t provide specifics on robberies at its three stores in the city.
But she said a steep rise in retail theft has
caused the national home improvement
chain to invest more in investigating and
deterring crime at stores.
Cornell said Home Depot employs investigators who work directly with local law

Flooding
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cant future flood losses — and those are costs
that taxpayers eventually could shoulder.
Preparing more of those homes and
buildings to withstand floods is necessary to
protect lives and properties from disasters,
with as much as $19 billion worth of flood
damage expected in Maryland by 2050. It
is difficult for a number of reasons, starting
with that high cost.
The locations of the properties are
often unclear. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency, citing privacy
concerns, holds information on federally
backed flood insurance claims so tightly that
even local government officials often cannot
get the addresses.
The full toll of floods is hard to gauge
because many flood-prone properties don’t
carry flood insurance. That means they don’t
file claims that can be tracked. One estimate
suggests the number of repetitively flooded
properties — those that have received multiple payments of $1,000 or more under a
federal flood insurance program — is three
times higher than FEMA data reflects.
The challenge is so expansive and daunting
that there is no guiding plan or budget to help
residents avoid enduring flood losses, though
a recent report card on climate change resiliency gave Maryland failing grades for its
handling of repetitively flooded properties.
A new state loan program is on the way that
aims to draw more federal investment for
resilient infrastructure, but other policies are
still being developed and considered.
The slow action frustrates residents like
Saulsbury. He wishes more could be done to
rein in development and reduce the runoff
that comes like an avalanche down Ellicott
City’s rocky slopes, sending the Tiber and
Hudson branches of the Patapsco River overflowing onto Main Street.
Meanwhile, his National Flood Insurance
Program premium has grown from $680
a year to more than $2,500, although that
doesn’t begin to cover what he has collected
in claims from the federal insurer.
“It’s still a net loss for them,” he said. “It’s
still a net loss for everybody.”
For most residents whose homes face
any amount of flood risk, the federal flood
insurance program is the only way to protect
against losses when disaster hits. It was
established within FEMA in 1968 as a backstop insurer after many private companies
dropped flood zone coverage because it was
too costly.
But because it’s a government program,
rather than a business, even the most floodprone properties can file claims again and
again. Historically, repetitively flooded properties have accounted for 1% of flood insurance policies, while estimates of their share
of the claims paid range from about a fifth
to a third.
As climate change makes floods more
frequent and storms more potent, the insurance program’s proponents and critics agree
it’s broken. Its losses have mounted so much
that in 2017, after hurricanes Harvey, Irma

Vince Saulsbury at his home, which has experienced flooding three times. He lives on Frederick
Road, near historic Ellicott City’s business district. KARL MERTON FERRON/BALTIMORE SUN

and Maria, Congress had to step in to cover
$16 billion of its debt. And yet, FEMA still
owed the U.S. Treasury for more than $20
billion in flood insurance claims as of March
2020.
In Maryland, the situation is as unsustainable as anywhere. As of November 2020,
there were 1,342 repetitively flooded properties. Meanwhile, only 173, about 13%, have
made improvements to prevent losses. Such
improvements often include raising a building several feet off the ground, installing flood
vents in foundations, or elevating water heaters, furnaces and air conditioning units.
In states such as Louisiana and Texas,
each with more than 30,000 properties
with multiple large claims, the low rate of
improvements is comparable to that of Maryland. In other states, including Florida, as few
as 5% had been improved as of 2019.
Another prevention against repeated
losses is using government money to buy
flood-prone properties and tear them
down. But that’s a strategy that, in even the
most flood-weary parts of Maryland, many
consider too extreme.
Maryland leaders acknowledge more
action is needed. They said they hope the
recent Coastal Adaptation Report Card, which
the University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science released earlier this year,
will help spur it. The report card gave the
state a B-minus overall for its planning and
preparations around coastal flooding. But the
state received failing grades for two categories
measuring risks to repetitively flooded properties and to critical facilities, including police
and fire stations and hospitals.
“I hope it’ll mean even greater investments
in smart coastal management and investing
in infrastructure that ... is not going to be
under water imminently,” state Environment
Secretary Ben Grumbles said when the evaluation was released.
More of those investments could come as
FEMA and the state seek to better communicate flood risk and the importance of flood
insurance to property owners in places that
previously might not have been considered
at risk.
To improve the federal flood insurance

program’s finances, new rates are set to take
effect next month that better reflect current
risk. That means about 3% of the 65,000
policyholders in Maryland will pay at least
$120 more per year in premiums, according
to FEMA. Instead of simply basing premiums on a structure’s location in a flood zone,
FEMA will begin taking into account variables including the type of foundation and
the elevation of its lowest level.
Those reforms give property owners an
incentive to take a more proactive approach,
potentially reducing their insurance bills by
raising their homes or flood-proofing their
basements.
Maryland, meanwhile, soon could afford to
do more large projects to prevent floods. The
state was the first in the country to establish
a loan program tied to a new $500 million
federal initiative on climate change resiliency.
The General Assembly approved the Resilient Maryland Revolving Loan Fund last
year with $25 million for such projects. That
amount is designed to help secure investment
from the federal initiative, created through
the Safeguarding Tomorrow through Ongoing Risk Mitigation Act, or STORM Act.
Sen. Katie Fry Hester, a Howard County
Democrat whose district includes Ellicott
City, said she hopes there is more beyond
that. Projects funded through the Resilient Maryland fund and STORM Act could
compete for a separate federal infrastructure program — through which Baltimore
soon could receive $32 million to prevent
flooding. That would mean the state’s initial
$25 million investment could translate into
hundreds of millions of dollars more in federally funded resiliency work.
Hester also is sponsoring legislation in the
current General Assembly session to establish a state chief resilience officer. A new
office within the Maryland Department
of Emergency Management would oversee disparate efforts to prepare for climate
change.
“We need to take a whole-state approach
to dealing with these problems so the next
flood’s not as bad as the last,” Hester said.
The scope of the problem remains unclear.

enforcement. Additionally, she said the
company is adopting more anti-theft tools,
such as “point-of-sale activation measures,”
to deter robberies and thefts.
Point-of-sale activation involves digitally unlocking electronic or other powered
devices only after a consumer has paid for
them.
Some longtime mom-and-pop shops in
some of the city’s more challenged neighborhoods have relied on other measures.
“I’m in Plexiglas, myself,” said Mario
Chang, who owns Gera Variety, a liquor
store in the Mondawmin neighborhood of
West Baltimore. “I would love it to be different, but there’s a lot more potential there.
It’s just the area.”
Chang said such crimes are about opportunity. He believes his store has been largely
protected, even during unrest after the
death of Freddie Gray, who died in 2015
from injuries sustained in police custody.
While many businesses were looted,
damaged or destroyed, Chang said his
was untouched, which he attributed to his
shop’s reputation in the community.
Chang, who is also president of the
KAGRO of Maryland, a group of Korean-American retailers, said corporate stores
often don’t have the same challenges. He
sees the crimes there as less personal and
notes the stores can reopen more quickly.
For smaller businesses, a robbery can be
devastating.
Mayorga said he doesn’t have the
resources to invest in heavy security.
The gunman who robbed his store made
off with a large amount of cash for the small,
neighborhood shop Mayorga opened a year
ago with his family. The shop mostly sells
inexpensive items, like cold drinks and
snacks.
Most of the money was for Maxi, a money
transfer company, which Mayorga said he’s
now responsible for.
When asked if he’s concerned for his
safety, he said, “a little,” but for now, he’s
more concerned about figuring out how to
pay back the stolen money.

The Flood Mitigation Industry Association, a trade group representing the contractors who raise houses and perform other
work to prevent damage, estimates that the
number of properties damaged and repeatedly repaired is two or three times larger than
the amount FEMA reports.
Roderick Scott, the group’s chairman, said
the skyrocketing cost of flood insurance over
the past decade means many owners choose
to forgo it, even if their mortgage requires
they maintain a policy.
Anna Weber, who studies flood insurance as a policy analyst with the National
Resources Defense Council, said that without more information about where repetitive
flooding occurs, it’s difficult to draw attention to the problem and better inform the
residents it affects.
“How can you plan to address the situation
when you don’t even know the full scope of
it?” she asked.
That is true even in some places at greatest
risk. Take Selsey Road in West Ocean City,
for example.
The low-lying, dead-end street with
sweeping views of Isle of Wight Bay and
Ocean City high-rises has at least two homes
that have flooded multiple times. Worcester
County data shows they have combined to
account for six flood insurance claims worth
more than $37,000.
But many residents there who spoke with
The Baltimore Sun said they had never had
water rise into their homes, and didn’t expect
it to anytime soon.
There are frequent signs of its threat, when
the bay surges past a beach that runs along
the north side of the street, said Monty Lewis,
who has lived at the end of the street since
1977. Lewis said it happens at least once a
month. He expects it will get worse if something isn’t done to hold the water back.
The 80-year-old said he’s skeptical of a
county plan to shore up the beach and a
marsh that has all but vanished nearby. Both
used to extend much farther out, into what
is now open water.
He knows many of his neighbors, who
weren’t around for Superstorm Sandy
or earlier historic storms, don’t share his
concerns. But Lewis has seen so much
change in his lifetime growing up around
Ocean City. He’s raised the height of his
concrete dock three times over the past few
decades.
“I’m aware of it,” he said. “People that
aren’t have got their head in the sand.”
He knows that so far, he has been lucky
to stay above the waters that surround his
home. While other houses have flooded, his
is protected by a wall of stone and asphalt he
built decades ago.
“We haven’t had a storm yet that’s
breached it,” Lewis said. “But we probably
will.”
Climate Change: Ready or Not is an occasional series examining Maryland’s readiness and adaptations to climate change by
Baltimore Sun reporter Scott Dance, funded
in part by the Abrams Nieman Fellowship
for Local Investigative Journalism at Harvard University.
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